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Westly and Raider are coming to grips with the new world and the tremendous changes since the solar storm
caused the nationwide power failures. The problems in the Flagg household seem to focus on a coming
confrontation between good people, and those at the Crater of Diamonds.

Wes, in the process of warning others of the danger, he realized sometimes in a world gone mad, doing the
right thing for the right reasons is not good enough. Sometimes, he has to do the wrong things for the right
reasons to fix what’s gone wrong.

As Wes and his girlfriend, Jessica finally have their first date, Wes learns that not all of his friends are
friendly. There are hidden agendas and ruthless power plays that make it difficult to tell friend from foe.
Finding himself in a bind he can’t get out of, Wes needs to ensure he has the will to still survive with the
consequences of his decisions, or risk losing his humanity.
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From Reader Review All Dark: Still Surviving Book 2 for online
ebook

Jack says

Jerk author

I had hoped his second in this series would be more professional but no such luck. Another abrupt un
satisfying end, high school drop outs should stick to grocery bagging.

Cherye Elliott says

Raider

Nooooooo

You can't end this book like that!

I am not one to ask when the next book comes out...but I am. When?..

Fellow readers, if you are reading my review you can tell I am enjoying this book/series. It is so good I don't
want it to end. Wes is such a good guy wanting to be the knight in shining armor saving everyone. Boyd
Craven slowly draws you into his tales. I have enjoyed his books for years.

Enjoy this book as much as I...if that is possible.

Jennifer says

Warning

This book, will make laugh, cry and at the end make you throw it. Yes, there is a cliffhanger ending. Please
join me in asking the author repeatedly for the next installment!

Debbie Poole says

All dark

God l hate cliff hangers,especially when l have to wait for the next one.lol. This is a must read just hope the
next one is soon!!!!



Barbara Bonner-wells says

Never disappointing

Well written storyline. Great character building. A surprise around every corner. I am so looking forward to
book 3 after the cliff hanger ending.

Eloisa says

Good

Ends with a cliff hanger. Boo. Dogs and death. Indentured? Grandma and Grandpa? Prepper stuff not so
revealed. Jess, come on. Tempted to leave a four-star, but I hate cliffhangers.

BJ says

Continuing

Mr Craven is a master at manipulating the readers imagination. This book is a good example of his ability. I
really enjoyed the first book and was delighted by this one. Eagerly awaiting the next installment.

martin a smith says

This is a very well written story that captures and holds your interest, with plenty of humor, action, and the
desire to know what happens next. The only problem is the story ends abruptly and leaves you hanging. Mr.
Craven needs to get busy and write the next column and let us know what happens next.

Tom Kuchen says

Finally got this read.

Been sitting on it since it came out but finally got to it. Now I wished I would have read it sooner. Great
story. Edge of your seat action. Great characters. Just an all around great read.

Kathleen Seiley says

Good story telling at its best



Boyd Craven is continuing the story of life after TEOTWAWKI. Wes is trying to find his way in this new
world. I would like to read more stories by this author.

Virginia Clark says

Awesome

Awesome. Boyd Craven can write a good book! Wow. He makes the characters come alive and seem like
real ordinary people. He carried his characters really well from one book to another. The ending so
unexpected. Makes you want to re-read both books. Awesome truly awesome

Angela says

Feeling cheated

Amazon says this is a two book series, but it's not. It's a serial that stops on a cliffhanger that apparently isn't
yet written. The story is okay, but the book needs an editor. I wish there were some way to filter out the dime
novels that require a new download every two hundred pages.

Judy Hickman says

Good read

Good read, like most of the characters. The ending though... no no no lol. Cliffhanger, I can’t wait to read the
next one.

Jackie says

Good series

Very good story line would have been a 5 star but I can't stand when a book leaves you with a huge cliff
hanger I love a good series but wrap each book up individually.

Susan Mcneely says

Once again Boys had me on the edge of my seat the entire book!

Boys has a wonderful knack of getting and holding my attention for an entire book without ever causing me
to put it down because I've gotten a little bored. He keeps the action tight yet riveting at all times but keeps
his characters human and interesting. Be warned you won't be able to put it down, now if he could just write



fast enough so I could read a new book every day I'd be a happy bitch!


